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Used most frequently
for our amplified
translation.
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The moment the Father’s Maternal Spirit deserted the son, Yahowsha’s soul was
laden with our sins. As a result, it was headed to She’owl, to be further separated
from Yahuah and to pay the debt-that is to be judged just as harshly as we
would be for rebelling against Yahuah. In this way, during the Miqra’ of Matsah,
Yahowah was able to pardon His covenant family and still be able to have Yahusha
survive the ordeal and take his rightful place at the Fathers right hand.
Previously we had the understanding that Shatan was causing Yahusha agony
in sheol but after looking at this Psalm it is undeniable that it was the
crushing judgment of Yahuah’s Righteousness that was inflicting the
punishment, but in doing so it was also cleansing Yahusha of it. He was
judged, paid the price, served his time and was cleansed of all wrong doing.
And that is why since it was our wrong doing being transferred to him, when
he was cleansed we are too. Had he not endured every step of the way, we
would still be in one hot mess. So that we don’t take lightly the price
Yahusha paid, we get a blow by blow description to shama- closely examine
and carefully consider.
During the whole ordeal, we see Yahusha
through Daud’s prophecy, reaching out and
calling to Yahuah. We must never forget this
important step when we face the refining fire in
every day life.
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“Yahowah (hwhy) ‘Elohy (yhla) Yashuw’ah (h[wfy).” I have summoned You for help (sa’aq – cried
out) day and night before (neged – the near and conspicuous presence of) You.” (Mizmowr / Song /
Psalm 88:1)

Yahuah, Everlasting, my deliverance, salvation (tuwsy) Yashuat ) day
time (mwy) yom) – I cry/shout out (xuqty) Za-aqt-ya) in the night (hlylb)
bal-lay-lah) In the sight of all , reporting and telling what is
conspicuous in front of you. (}dgn) ned-ge-ka )

Oh Yahuah Eternal of my salvation. I have cried day and night before
you. Lamsa’s Aramaic
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Yahowsha’ is speaking with Yahowah, pleading as he did the eve of his
crucifixion :

Parkhurst
Pg 307

Neged ( )נֶגֶדis based upon nagad ()נָגַד,
meaning: “to be conspicuous, to expose and
make known, to avow, acknowledge, and to
confess.” Nagad means: “to announce a
verdict, report a warning, to expound on a
message, to publish important information, to
declare and proclaim.” A nagad is a
“messenger.” Further, neged is related to
nagah ()נָגַּה, meaning “to radiate light, to shine
and give light in the physical world.”

Commentary Critical & Explanatory on the
Whole Bible-Jamieson, Robert, Fausset,
Brown
We can feel the anguish of Yahusha being separated from Yahuah for the first time ever.
It is heart breaking.
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“Return (bow’) Your presence (paneh) to (la) me, I pray (tapilah – petition and request). Incline
(natah – extend) your ear (‘ozen) to my pleading (rinah – plea for intercession).” (Mizmowr / Song /
Psalm 88:2)

Entering in approaching you (awbt) ta-bo) toward Your face (}ynpl) la-pa-neka ) (is) my plea /request/petition (ytlpt) Tapil-lah-ya) Stretch
out/extend/incline/bend – your ear (]nza-hfh) Hat-tah – oz-na-ka) to- myringing cry/pleading /cry of lamentation, moaning/wailing (ytnrl) la-rin-na-ta)
Mizmowr/Song/Psalm 88:2

Let my prayer come before you, incline your ear to my supplication:
8:2 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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“Because indeed (ky), my soul (nepesh) has been completely filled (saba’ – is overwhelmed, has been
totally and genuinely owverwhelmed (qal perfect) ) with (ba) evil (ra’ah – sin, perversion, and all things
malignant, misery, sin, suffering ), and my lives (chayym) is reaching out to and touching, approaching
and making contact with (naga’ – is approaching and arriving at; is about to fall into, ) She’owl
(she’owl – the abode of the dead; from sha’al, to plead and to be questioned, the place of separation).”
(Mizmowr / Song /Psalm 88:3)
Indeed, completely filled up (which satisfies the debt)
(hubc-yk) ka-sa-bah). With (a) female associate-an additional
one (hwurb) bera-ot), my nephesh/soul, (ycpn) naphesh-ya and
my lives (what was blessed, bountiful, prosperous, full of
favorable circumstances) (yyjw) wechay-yah) (are ) moving in
the direction of sheol (lwacl) la-sheol ) reaching and touching
(it) (wuygh) (hig-gi-oo). Psalm 88:3

For my soul is full of troubles and my
life draws near to sheol.
88:3 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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Yahowsha’s “nepesh – soul” would go there to redeem us, but only after it had “saba’
– been totally overwhelmed” with our burdens – Saba’, likewise, can be rendered
“satisfied” which is enough, or “have one’s fill” which is too much. It speaks of
“having an excess” of something, and of having the experience to be
“overwhelming.” These examples, therefore, encourage careful contemplation. To
understand, we have to think our way through these words. The whole experience
up to this point would be overwhelming!

Let us shama (carefully consider this next word .. Bera-oot
ra’ah – the misery and malignancy of harmful and troubling, even perverse”
human institutions.

Translating as “evil”
et al is only taking
the root word Ra ur
and discarding the
rest of the letters.
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Strong’s

Look how it is spelled. Properly we should choose “the female associate –an
additional one”-meaning the Ruach ha Qodesh. We can assume that Yahusha
would be overwhelmed and that he finds his soul within touching distance of
sheol- he knows however that the Ruach from Yah would also have to accompany
him there to not only to judge but to rescue him and be in contact with Yah.
ֵ
There seems to be considerable confusion as to what the textual characters “r’h (”)רעֶ ה
represent. And that is because in certain context, ra’ah can convey “shepherd, pasture,
and graze,” all good things under normal circumstances. Ra’ah can also mean “friend and
companion.” So to choose between “evil”, “shepherd” or “female associate” we must be
cognizant of the context, carefully advancing the dialog in a manner consistent with
Yahowah’s nature and plan. Yahuah can not descend into Sheol- so He must send a
12
representative to carry out justice.

As for “chayym – lives” as opposed to “life,” there are a number of
possibilities. Yahowsha’ may have considered the separation of his
nephesh (soul) from Yahowah’s Spirit as one life which included the
previous life he had before becoming Yah’s son on earth, which he will
regain at First Fruits –(Bakurim) and his soul’s separation from Yahuah
in She’owl which was total separation-something he had never before
experienced.
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Recapping She’owl ()שְׁ אֹול, let’s consider the root of She’owl ( )שְׁ אֹולsha’al ()שָ ַאל,
meaning: “to intently ask, enquire, and question, to find out, and to borrow and
beg, seeking permission for a leave of absence.” So it sounds as if rebellious
souls upon their arrival in She’owl will question what they are doing there and
upon finding out, they will beg for permission to leave.” And interestingly, sha’al is
also “the divorce of a foreign wife.” Divorcing themselves from Yahowah and
marrying Satan is what got many souls into this predicament in the first place.
Confirming Yasha’yah’s prophecy predicting that Yahowsha’ would be numbered
with criminals and then surrounded by those who were in rebellion against Yah,
Daud writes next:
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“I am reckoned (chashab – counted considered) among (‘im –with) those who go down to
(yarad – descend and are lowered, prostrating themselves to) the pit (bowr – the prison of
shame and disappointment).” “I am (‘ehayah – exist) as an man – a human being (geber –
individual ) without (‘ayn – devoid of) strength and help (‘eyal – vigor, health, and
assistance).” (Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:4)
I am valued and considered (bjcbty) neh-shab-tya) with (\u) im- those (who) prostrated
& bowed (those who) abandoned ship and conquered others (ydrwy) ya-radya) those
descending (to the) pit, shaft in the ground, a prison or dungeon (rwb) boor). I am
existing as, (and) have become the quality, of being (ytyyh) haya-tya) like (k) ka – a manhuman being (rbg) gabar) (with) non-existent (lya-) physically and mental strength (of a )
leader-ruler of the flock. (lya-]ya) eyan-ayal ) Psalm 88:4

4 I am counted among those who go do]wn [to the Pit; I am li]ke [a
person without strength].▲ DSS
I am counted wit them that go down into the pit; I am like a man
who has not strength. 88:4 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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Burdened with our sins, Yahowsha’s soul would suffer with sinners.
Yarad helps to explain why souls descend because it also means to “abandon so as
to be subjugated and brought down.” The souls of those who bow down in religious
settings continue to go in that same direction.
‘Eyal ( )אֱ י ָלis textually identical to, and is based upon, ‘ayl ()ַאי ִל. ‘Ayl is also a “ram”,
considered more aggressive and protective and valuable to the flock. Also “leader”,
“ruler” i.e., one who governs as a figurative extension of a ram as a leader of a flock.
Also as “a large tree, oak”, and “column” or “post” “door post” for example a framework
for the door or gate. Through Daud’s eyes, we see that Yahusha felt he was no longer
the strong leader or ruler, the mighty oak of the upright one that was the shining
example and the framework for the doorway of salvation. No, at this point he felt like
any other rebellious man being laden down with our perversions and abominations
against Yahuah. No longer the sinless one he has always been. He had never before
experienced anything like this. He could have only imagined this prior to going to the
pole. And as we will see, it was also overwhelming for him. Just as we cannot properly
prepare for our own end and what our experience will be. To read about it is very
different from living it.
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“Forsaken and separated (hapasi – abandoned and isolated to be punished) unto death (muwth- to
die via execution and have ones body destroyed) like (kamow) those who are defiled and profaned
(chalal – fatally wounded and considered unclean and reprensible) lying down (shakab- placed in a
horizontal position) in their graves (qeber – tombs and sepulchers) who relationally (‘asher) You
remember (zakar- not reminded of) no more (halo’ ‘owd- never again , no longer). They (hem) are cut
off and separated (gazar – cut down and destroyed, exterminated, ceasing to exist) from (min) Your
hand and power (yad).” (Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:5)

Among the dead, those murdered, assassinated and killed, (I am) released
and set free and unrestrained , like the slain that is defiled and profane
lying asleep in the burial site which relationally You remember no longer
and even those from Your hand are cut off, ceasing to exist, thus being
removed, prevented from entering and kept out, excluded, sanctioned for
missing the mark, . Psalms 88:5

Like a nobleman abandoned among the dead, like the slain that lie
down in the grave, whom you remember no more; they are lost to you.
88:5 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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As Yahowsha’s soul began the torment of Unleavened Bread, he
acknowledged what has just occurred. This passage serves to
affirm that those who don’t know Yahowah aren’t known by Him.

He does not even remember those who die plagued by the stain of sin. So when such souls
cease to exist, they are so far removed from Yahowah that he is not grieved by the loss.
Those who are not born anew with the Ruach Ha Qodesh are like a stillborn child, who is
unknown to its parents. Whereas, life in the Covenant is the result of forming a relationship
with Yahowah. Death is the consequence of being separated from Him. The place of
separation is She’owl—the lightless abode of those awaiting the destruction, and possible
separation, of their souls.
The suffering speaker in this song clearly understands that Yahowah is the source of
redemption. Having not yet been there, he also knows precisely what She’owl is, that his soul
is headed in that direction, and he possesses a keen awareness of what Yahowah’s
perception is of those who are detained in that place.
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“You have put me in (shyth – caused an event or condition to occur that places me in, imposes that I
take my stand and be laid waste in) the lowest part of (tachty- the depths of) the Pit (bowr – the
prison of shame and disappointment), in the darkest place (ba-machshak- in the total absence of light)
in the abyss of the deep (ba matsowiah).” (Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:6)

You have ordained and established the events, which now cannot be
denied, that would put me in this space, the pit- a prison dungeon which
is considered the entrance to Sheol-the lowest depths, in the darkest
lair and hiding place. The dark region where men have lost their way. In
the abyss of the ocean, the depths of the deep. Psalm 88:6

You have laid me in the lowest pit, in darkness, in the shadow of death.
Psalms 88:6 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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This Pit is “dark” because it is devoid of Yahowah’s light.
And that means that the Christian version of hell isn’t Scriptural, because where
there is fire, there is light.

What is interesting is that it is possibly in the ocean!
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“Your indignation (chemah – anger and displeasure, wrath) was completely laid upon and
actually upheld by (camak ‘al – was genuinely embraced, and totally sustained by (qal
perfect) ) me. And (wa )You have responded by have afflicting (‘anah – bruised and
humbled) me with all Your means to break, shatter, crush and annihilate. (mishbat –
extreme pressure which diminishes).” (Mizmowr / Song /Psalm 88:7)

Over and on me, unshakeable and steadfast your venom, fury and rage.
And the total of all your breaking waves causing anxiety and oppression
humbling me, making me feel my dependence on you Se-lah .. Pause
Mizmowr/Psalm 88:7

Your wrath rests hard on me, and you have afflicted me with all your
waves. Psalm 88:7 Lamsa’s Aramaic

NO DSS

Selah is a musical notation “to pause”.
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“Sent far away (rachaq – removed and distanced) from (min) You knowing me in a
relational sense (yada’), You have laid upon me (shyth – placed on Me) disgusting things,
abominations (tow’ebah – the wickedness of unclean idolatrous worship and the
repulsiveness of unfaithful marriages; error, confusion, and perversion; lies which mislead;
and all the things Yahuah abhors and detests). Restrained and shut up (kala’ – restricted
and refused, forbidden to escape, confined and withheld in a state of cessation), I cannot
get out (yatsa’ – leave).” (Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:8) *Craig’s reads differently
because he had re arranged the word order**

You have dissociated and removed far off from my close friends regarded with
fondness from me. You have placed me as a repulsion to them, as an idol. I am
held back, shut up and restrained and can not go forth or go out. Psalms 88:8
You have put away my acquaintances far from me; you have made me an
abomination to them; I am shut up and I cannot come forth. Psalm 88:8
Lamsa’s Aramaic
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Just as this prophecy portends, Yahowsha’s disciples abandoned him at this
time. And just as the Miqra’ of Matsah promises the corruptive fungus
permeating our souls was laid upon him – every disgusting perversion, the
madness of men’s minds, the refuse of religion, the poison of politics, the sadistic
nature of Satan. And so, Yahowsha’s soul was imprisoned, separated from
Yahowah, unable to escape.

And while that’s horrid, it’s the witness which follows that Craig finds haunting. We
have no concept of how long Yahowsha’ suffered in Sheol. Thirty-six hours of time
from our perspective here on earth could have been made to seem like an eternity.
Yahowsha’s depiction of the Pit suggests that it exists within the core of the
material realm, a lightless place of enormous pressure where the essence which
comprises our nepesh/soul/consciousness would be crushed to virtual
nothingness. In that massive, energetic environment time could be made to stand
still.
Ultimately, all things satanic will be cast into the Abyss, which sounds like a black
hole. In that lightless realm from which nothing escapes, spatial dimensions are
dissipated to virtual nothingness while time becomes infinite.
Languishing in the darkness of the pit, Daud sees:
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“My eyes have become faint (da’ab – unused and suffering from neglect, dispirited,
depressed, feeble, and weak) on account of (min) My affliction, impoverishment, and
misery (‘ony – persecution and pain).” “Yahowah (hwhy (efei - hwhy ), I have called out to
You (qara’ – summoning You) all day (kol yowm). I have stretched out the palms of My
hands. (Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:9)

My understanding and eye have a grieving appearance with sorrow
from the misery of the hardship of suffering persecution. I cry out
and summon You, Yahuah in the totality of the day, I spread out and
try to expand towards You my hands. Psalm 88:9
Mine eyes are weakened from weeping; Yahuah, I have called daily upon
you; I have stretched out my hands to you. Psalm 88:9 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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‘Anah, the basis of ‘ony, is a word with a split personality, as are so many in Hebrew. And
while its dark side, “affliction, depression, bruising, and oppression” as a result of “being
downcast, mistreated, and humiliated” is on display here, in the Miqra’ of Kippurym, the
Day of Reconciliations, we are regaled by ‘anah’s primary connotation which is “to
respond to a summons and answer an invitation.” This contrast reveals that by responding
to Yah’s call, we will not be afflicted, because Yahusha was afflicted on our behalf.
“Qara’ – to invite and to summon, to call out and to welcome, to meet and to greet, to read
and to recite,” is the verb which forms the basis of then thereby explains the purpose of the
Miqra’ title Yahowah selected to convey the nature of the path He had conceived to bring us
to Him. It is in fact the first two Miqra’, Pesach and Matsah, that Yahowsha’ is seen observing
and fulfilling in this prophetic declaration.
Please make note of the fact that Yahowsha’ is depicted calling out to Yahowah while
observing the Miqra’ey. Since his example is the one we should follow, why do you suppose
Christians pray to “Jesus” and ignore Passover and Unleavened Bread? Whose example do
you suppose they are following?
th
This concluding line of the 9 verse of the song, like so many others spoken in the Towrah,
Prophets, and Psalms, conveys several ideas simultaneously. First,, by “qara’ – summoning”
Yahowah, he was in effect “shatach ‘el – reaching out and up to Yah.” And second, if you
look at Yahowah’s name as it was originally written efei in this same verse, what you see is
this very thing – people reaching up to Yahowah.
Daud seeing Yahowsha’ fulfilling Unleavened Bread in the dark and lifeless pit, articulates
the questions on all of our minds, how Yahuah engages in restoring lost souls.
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So finish the job, accomplish the mission, prepare the way (‘asah), perform the marvelous and
extraordinary wonder for (pala’/pele’ – surpassing all human understanding on behalf of) the
dead (muwth) so that the souls of the departed (rapha’ym – a class of mortal souls who possess
the Spirit but no material substance) rise (quwm – arise and stand upright, become powerful and
mighty, are confirmed, ratified, and established, roused to life and restored) Pause(selah).”
(Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:10)

Yes or no, towards the assassinated, murdered, and violently destroyed,
do You cause to bring about or assign a miracle as a sign as a non-verbal
communication-an astounding thing that causes intense amazement? Or do
the Raphaim- shades, ghosts a class of beings that are the spirits of the
departed, raise up and stand to express a public confession to publicly
admit to something wrong and then praise You publicly regarding Your
attributes and acts of power? Selah – Pause Psalms 88:10
Behold you will show wonders to the dead; the mighty ones shall rise
and praise you. Psalms 88:10 Lamsa’s Aramaic

NO DSS
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We need to keep this in context. Yahusha is still burdened with our sin, so we need to
look at the word Raphaim in the same context. We don’t believe this is a question
regarding the dead covenant family. At the foot of the pole Yahusha was surrounded
by the evil Raphaim from Bashan, and now he was in the same place as them. The
reason why we say this is the notation in Logos.

This next statement could simply be a continuance of the previous thought, it might well
represent the other side of the redemptive equation. Rather than celebrating new life and the
adoption of children into the Covenant family, Yahowsha’ in the midst of his suffering might be
wondering when and how destructive individuals, will be notified that Yah did not in fact inspire
the revisions found in their NT, their Talmud, or their Qur’an. And if I am right in this
interpretation, one borne out by the stems attached to the verbs, then the anguish these
disembodied souls will experience in “abadown – destruction,” will be in knowing that Yahowah
was indeed trustworthy and merciful – and that they missed out.
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“Your loving kindness and goodness (checed – loyal and unending love, affection, mercy, and
devotion based upon relationship and favor) shall be counted on and related, declared and
rehearsed (caphar) in the grave (qeber), and Your fidelity and faithfulness (‘emunah – the state of
being exacting, dependable, and resolute, honest and true) in the place of destruction (‘abaddown
– the place where corrupt people perish, are exterminated, and vanish; from ‘abad, meaning to blot
out and do away with in Divine judgment).” (Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:11)

Yes or no, is it inscribed in letters, numbered and counted and recorded in the
burial site, sepulcher Your loyal love, goodness, kindness, favor, benevolence
and mercy, showing the obligation to the community of the family? Your
faithfulness, steadfastness, trustworthiness and honesty , duty, reliability
and fidelity and firmness in abaddon – destruction? Psalms 88:11

They that are in the graves shall declare you loving kindness, and your
faithfulness in destruction. Psalm 88:11 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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This is fascinating. Logos makes a point to say there is no “the” in front of
abbadon meaning it is not a proper noun. So we have to take it as the word
itself with no caps. Not a place but an thing. Destruction. What Daud just
asked was, are the spirits aware that their complete destruction is due to
Yahuah’s obligation to His Covenant family proving His loyal love-which by
destroying the Raphaim, shows His sense of duty and love, goodness, kindness,
favor and benevolence to His family while it is merciful to the Raphaim, since
they will cease to exist. This proves His faithfulness, steadfastness and
trustworthiness to His word, showing He is honest, reliable, and the firmness
of His standard! The picture of Yah’s righteousness.
Put another way, Yahowah’s love, mercy, and His trustworthiness shall become
apparent in the qeber/grave. But that is both good and bad news. The bad news
is that Yah will be known for His firmness and unchanging nature in destruction.
So, we know that the souls who find themselves separated from Yah will be
“blotted out from memory so as to completely vanish” because they promoted a
new, different theology. On the positive side, His Family will be celebrating
Yahowah’s mercy, reveling in the fact that He is completely trustworthy, reliable,
and dependable.
Since Yahowah and Yahowsha’ are on record telling us that those who actively
seek Him will find Him, the passive nature of the niphal stem in this next question
once again suggests that this realization will be too late to help those who are
29
now estranged from Yah. Listen, and see if you don’t agree...

“Your marvelous and extraordinary wonders (pala’/pele’ – surpassing all human
understanding and power) shall be known (yada’) in darkness and obscurity, and Your
vindication, justification, and salvation (tsadaqah – justice and truth) in the realm
(‘erets – world and land) of forgetfulness (nashyah – oblivion).” (Mizmowr / Song /
Psalm 88:12)

Yes or no, is it known, shown revealed and understood in the blackness of
error, ignorance, sadness, confusion and evil darkness, Your miracles as a
sign as a non-verbal communication-an astounding thing that causes
intense amazement or your righteousness, justice, blameless behavior,
honesty, innocence in the land of forgetfulness which is due to the lack of
a relationship with You? Psalm 88:12

Your wonders shall be known in the dark and your righteousness in
the land that has been forsaken. Psalms 88:12 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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Two things are made evident in this question. First, the only way for heaven to
be free of remorse, is for those who ignored, rejected, or altered the terms and
conditions of the Covenant to be forgotten. There can be no memory of them or
their religion. And second, the very thing which will make their destructionabadown anguishing will be the realization, albeit too late, that together at
different stages Yahuah and Yahusha performed marvelous miracles during
the Miqra’ey which provided the Covenant’s children with an extraordinary path
to Yah.
Knowing all of this now, aware that the victory over death has already been won
on Passover, realizing that we have been ransomed from our perversions and
distortions on Unleavened Bread, acknowledging that we are offered adoption
into Yahowah’s Covenant family on First Fruits, these prophetic questions are
especially reassuring.

But also, never lose sight of the awesome and agonizing personal sacrifice
Yahuah and Yahusha made during Pesach and Matsah to enable the miracle of
Bikuwrym. And that is why this prophetic portrait of the Suffering Servant is so
important. He continues to agonize over the fate of those whose burden he is
not carrying, over the anguish He is currently enduring, feeling the
helplessness of those who ignored the invitation to be ransomed- those who
will come to experience this complete destruction – abadown. 31

There is a Marsal / Proverb which speaks of this. It reads:
“The vindicated and upright’s (tsadyq) remembrance and memory (zeker) is surely
(la – is accordingly and brings us toward) a blessing (barakah – a loving covenant of
reconciliation by way of an oath which results in a favorable gift). And the name (wa
shem – but the reputation and renown, the fame and designation) of the wicked
(rasha’ – the guilty and evil who are in opposition and will be condemned) is genuinely
and forever forgotten (raqab – actually rots and always decays by way of a fungus,
bacteria, or parasite (qal imperfect)). The heart (leb – the seat of emotions and attitude
and the reservoir of love) of those with the capacity to understand (chakam – of the
discerning who are observant and thoughtful and thus wise) genuinely grasps hold of
and always accepts (laqah – actually grabs hold of, obtains for themselves,
consistently chooses, and continually acts upon (qal imperfect)) the terms and
conditions of the agreement (mitswah – the codicils of the covenant). But (wa) the
lips and speech (saphah – the mouth and language) of the foolish (‘awyl – of
simpletons who are ignorant and irrational, stubborn and unreceptive, and genuinely
stupid because they are quarrelsome, mocking and rejecting evidence and reason) are
cast aside and thrust down (labat – fall away and are ruined).”
(Marsal / Word Picture / Proverb 10:7-8)
That would not be the case for Yahowsha’ because he is the living embodiment of Yahowah’s
vindication and His blessing. Those who grasp hold of what he has done and who accept the
terms and conditions which apply to his enablement of the Covenant, understand the mind,
heart, and purpose of Yahuah.
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“Unto Yahuah (‘el), I cried out for relief, requesting help (shawa’ – desperately imploring His aid
piel perfect – here the request will actually bring the desired and total relief ), praying (taphilah) to come
before and be received by (qadam is to approach You and be welcomed by You (piel imperfect) Yahowah
(hwhy efei - hwhy) in the morning (boqer – break of day, sunrise).” (Mizmowr / Song / Psalm
88:13)

Yahuah. I urgently, intensely and desperately cry for help and relief
(shuah-ya) and in the morning my plea, petition and request, very early
engages and comes in front of You. Psalms 88:13

But to you have I cried, O Yahuah, and in the morning shall my prayer
come early before you. Psalm 88:13 Lamsa’s Aramaic

NO DSS
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And so it would be: “Now late on the Sabbath, as it began to dawn
toward the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene and the other
Mary came to look at the grave. And behold, a severe earthquake
had occurred, for a messenger of Yahowah descended from heaven
and came and rolled away the stone and sat upon it. His
appearance was like lightning and his garments as white as snow.
He said to the women:

Do not be afraid, for I know that you are looking for Yahowsha’
who was crucified. He is not here, for He has risen.’” (Mattanyah /
Yah Gives / Matthew 28:1-6)
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Turning to the primary purpose of this prophetic statement, it better than any other documents
what occurred on Bikuwrym following Pesach and Matsah. Yahowsha’s soul was released
from She’owl so that it could be reunited with the Spirit and return to Yahowah. As the sun rose
on First Fruits he observed the “Miqra’ – Invitation to be Called Out and Meet” with Yah by
doing this very thing. This too is hinted at in the eyewitness accounts, when Yahowsha’ tells
Mary not to touch him because he has not yet gone to the Father.
Also interesting in this regard, while it is not mentioned here, the fact that the risen
Yahowsha’ would be unrecognizable to his closest companions is hinted at in 88:8, where we
were told that Yahowah would rachaq yada’ – cause even his friends to not recognize him.
And this is because Yahowsha’s body was incinerated. So his new body on this day was
nothing like the old one.
Lastly, the piel stem when applied to “qadam – to come to meet You,” and when following
“taphilah – My request,” reveals that Yahowsha’s petition caused Yahowah to respond.

Further, in the imperfect, we know that this meeting will last forever.
However, as if groping in the dark and translating an entirely different text, the King James
Version renders ‘el as “but unto thee,” shawa’ as “I cried,” ignoring its “request for help,”
Yahowah’s name as “O LORD,” boqer and taphilah as “morning and prayer” but in the reverse
order, and qadam as “prevent thee.”
This translation, thereby, missed the entirety of prophetic miracle of Yahusha’s morning spiritual
rebirth with their: “But unto thee have I cried, O LORD; and in the morning shall my prayer
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prevent thee.” Say what?

“Yahowah, why (lamah) cast off, reject, and spurn (zanach) My soul (nepesh), concealing (satar –
vanishing so as to be unknown) Your presence (panym) from (min – out of and away from) Me?”
(Mizmowr / Song / Psalm 88:14

How long, Yahuah, will continue (yiqtol imperfect-something continuing to unfoldgrammar) to stink, be rancid, corrupt, rejected, removed and thrown out,
removed from use, my soul (nephesh), hiding Your face from me?
Psalms 88:14

O Yahuah, forsake not my soul, and turn not your face from me.
Psalm 88:14 Lamsa’s Aramaic

14 [O Lord, why do you reject me and hide] your face from me?
DSS
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We can glean a couple of things from this heartbreaking verse.
Yahusha is once again asking as he did on the pole how long is this
going to take? I know I still stink of corruption, when will the
cleansing effect take place. In a timeless vortex this question in
itself is disconcerting for him. He has no idea how long he has
been there. He knows how long he is suppose to be there- but it
seems much longer.
Remember he wants it off of him as quick as possible for a number
of reasons. It is truly not his character! He is in agony for feeling
the feelings and emotions of our perversions of the Torah- it is
grating on him and most importantly he desperately wants to be
back with Yahuah where he belongs. He wants this to be finished
for his sake, for Yah’s sake and for our sake. And for the nephesh
(souls) that are asleep yet await for him to be cleansed to escort
them out of sheol as first fruits- breaking finally the chains that
sheol held over them. They have been ransomed first. Yahusha
knows that victory is around the corner and wants to get on with it.
Who could blame him. Notice he is not blaming Yah- just asking the
question- next, stating the reason he thinks it should be over. 37

“Humbled, weak, and afflicted (‘any – completely unpretentious, devoid of arrogance, hubris, and
pride; persecuted and pained, suffering great hardship), ready to die (gava’) in My youth (no’ar), I
bear and carry away (nasa’) terrible horrors and dreadfully sick things (‘eymah).” (Mizmowr / Song /
Psalm 88:15)

I am humbled, overwhelmed by want, no pride or arrogance. Unpretentious and
in trouble expending great effort and pains on accomplishing this goal and
violently perished from my youth. I swore to (and) bore, lifted up and carried
away (which) removed guilt incurred and its penalty-causing forgiveness Your
terror and great emotional distress. I am perplexed, emotionally drained, in
despair, distracted and in an anxious state. Psalm 88:15

I am poor and afflicted from my youth; I have been proud but now I
am humbled and crushed. Psalms 88:15 Lamsa’s Aramaic

15 [From my youth I have been wret]ched [and close to death; I
suffer your terrors], I am frustrated. ** DSS **Probable meaning
4QPst (see LXX). I am helpless MT.
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Yahowsha’ said: “No greater love has one than this, that he lay
down his life for his friends.” (Yahowchanan / Yah is Merciful /
John 15:13)

Yahowsha’ fulfilled the Called-Out Assembly of Unleavened Bread as Daud explained it,
revealing the source of the yeast which has to be cleansed from our mortal souls for us to
live with Yahowah in the Promised Land. The word for afflicted Anya ynu lists in the
meanings what he had taken on from us. Pretentiousness, lack of
straightforwardness, arrogance, excessive pride and self confidence. Living in
high society at the expense of others, persecuting others, causing hardship and
suffering, causing them to be poor, oppressed and afflicted. We are one stinky
creation! And remember this is all from the covenant family! We are not talking
of the creatures who will never repent and come to Yah! Can you imagine their
stench??
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Towards and against and upon me has passed over and traveled through
me, Your burning fierce dry heat anger. Your terrors and horrors that
cause destruction or death-the wrath of the punisher- have worn me out
to the point of silence. Psalm 88:16

Your fierce wrath goes over me, your terrors have silence me. Psalm
88:16 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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They surround and circle and winds around me like the water, in the
totality of the day on, among, before upon and toward me all together
at the same time, completely. Psalm 88:17

They came round about me daily like water; they set themselves in array
against me. Psalm 88:17 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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Far and distant from me, love and companion those I know well and with
affection. (just)Darkness-absence of light or illumination. Psalm 88:18

Friends and neighbors you have put far from me, and my acquaintances
you have kept away from me. Psalm 88:18 Lamsa’s Aramaic
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Just as yeast is a metaphor, the seven Miqra’ey are signs, all designed to help us “see”
Yahuah and recognize the path He has provided home. As we look at these signs then,
let us not fall into the trap, of being focused upon the mundane rather than the
spiritual, and of not trusting Yah to do everything He has promised and more. The
Miqra’ey point to a gift we need to accept if we want the Spirit to fill our void and
make us whole, if we want to be cleansed of sin, and arrive before the Judge debt free.
The Feast of Unleavened Bread is a seven-day celebration, starting at sundown on
Passover and ending on a special Sabbath.

Yah wants us to celebrate: Bikuwrym/FirstFruits in the first month and
Taruw’ah / Trumpets in the seventh month. It is on these days that redeemed
souls are gathered together and carried into Yahowah’s home. Yah doesn’t
want anyone to be left behind. But alas the choice is always ours to make.
It is interesting that the 23rd Psalm appears as a song of relief of great
trouble and hardship right after a song we have looked at concerning the
prophecy of Yahusha. And so to find out what happened to Yahusha and
what will happen for us let us read now the amplified version. At the end
will be a list of all the words and how we came to pick the descriptive words
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we did for our version.
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Mizmour 23 Amplified
23:1 A song of Daud

23:2

Yahuah hwhy hwhy hwhy

is my shepherd
(Raah)H7462 yesterday today and tomorrow. Taking
care and tending to my needs, He guides me to
where I will find nourishment for my body and
enables me to be nourished and strengthened
by His words. This makes me more capable of
understanding and trusting Him. I will not be
lacking or deprived (Chacer)H2637 of anything today
or tomorrow, He sustains me. He will not let me
be diminished or fail.
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Mizmour 23 Amplified
23:2 In pastures full of the new fresh grass of Springtimethe tender first sprouts(Dasha) H1877. He has and will continue
today and in the future cause me to lie down and stretch out
(Rabats) H7257 by waters, Quiet (Menuwchah) H4496 a calming
resting place, full of tranquility the perfect condition to rest.
Being in such a favorable circumstance, that I can totally
relax. Being in this content and satisfied state as an
extension of the place of rest, I willingly let Him lead me
(Nahal) H5095 which He does so carefully and gently, guarding
me, providing and sustaining me, a gentle guidance. He
escorts me and helps me along, bringing me through it all
with a sparkle of flowing energy.
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Mizmour 23 Amplified
23:3 My soul (Nephesh) H5315 inner breath, inner being, what makes me alive, my
essence, He continually restores (Shuwb) H7725 yesterday, today and tomorrow, by
turning me back around, in a retrograde motion, to change me back to a previous
and preferable state. I’m recovered and repaired. He is returning me to the
starting point. He leads (Nachah) H5148 continually and causes today, yesterday
and tomorrow to lead in troops, back to their former limits, whence they had
migrated. Guiding and directing the movements of others by His leadership and
ruler ship. He creates an opportunity to be in a favorable state where good things
will happen in the future. And in this state I trust and lean on the reliability of Him
as He guides and transports me down the Righteous Tsedq H6664 right, just,
normal, accurate, ethical, honest, fair and what is proper according to His
standard (the Torah) and not deviant in any way. Communally faithful, loyal and
beneficial Paths (Magal) H4570 an entrenchment or track. It can be an
encampment -a camp in a circle configuration for military defense. His
direction in life. His teaching as a figurative extension of a well worn path ,
the right way or course of action a way one should conduct ones life. For
the sake and (Leman) H4616 with the intent purpose that His Name (Shem) H8034
be given proper recognition and designation. His mark Of individuality.
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Mizmour 23 Amplified
23:4 Even Gam H1571 When Kyah H3588 I have or will or am walking (h)alak H3212 a
journey, in a valley, with a deep, dark death shadow Tsalmaveth H6757 , associated with
gloom, danger and foreboding, and an unhealthy condition, I do not have and will not
have any fear Yare H3372 terror. I will not be frightened, or be in a state of feeling
great distress, or have a deep concern of pain or unfavorable circumstances that
are dreadful. I give no respect or reverence or awe to evil RA H7451 wickedness.
The distressing misery, injury and calamity of vice or corruption. Those
sorrowful and hurtful things, which are not morally pure or good according to
His proper Standard (the Torah), hinders my relationship with what is proper
according to Yahuah. Because You are with me Imadya H5973 and are in my
company and in my presence, You are involved and experience this with me,
we interact in our relationship. You surround me with multiple objects in a
position which encircles or encases me. To stand with me and to take a stand
never leaving. They go up before me. Your Rod Shebet H7626- staff, club, stick
and scepter as well as Your tribes (a major subdivision of a nation, more
closely related in family groups than the larger nation) (Your army of
messengers) and Staff Mishenat H4938 which is used for different purposesherding, something to lean on for support or defending, has always and does
and will continue to Comfort Nacham H5162 and console me, with Your compassion.
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Mizmour 23 Amplified
23:5 You have and will continue to Prepare Arok H6186 by arranging and setting in
order- in order to be ready. You draw up a battle formation and estimate the result
value for provisions. Placing physical objects in a certain pattern for a particular task
or purpose with great care and tending to all concerned. You are in a state which
you can take virtually immediate action Before Paniy H6440 my face, you are turnedyour mouth forward to intervene as in former times, a visible side - A table, in
a public and in an open position in the presence tzarar H6887 in the sight of and
opposite to, and facing my Enemies Tzarar H6887 who show hostility and harm,
damage and attack. They envelop, restrict, hamper, compress, bind up and
bind together causing a state of conflict. You Anoint Dashen H1878 which
causes me to thrive and be in a healthy state because you have taken good
care of me, given me health, and I accept and receive this gift as appropriate
as its strengthening our relationship- this smearing as a ceremony of
preparation for a feast, oil, on top of My head Rosh H7248 . My cup it runs over
Revayah H7310 with super abundance, relief- a state and condition of alleviation
of trouble or burdensome circumstance. Having more than enough.
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Mizmour 23 Amplified
23:6 Surely Goodness Toub H2896 benefits, welfare, happiness,
prosperity, cheerfulness, joyfulness, and Loyal Love chesad H2617
which is an unfailing kind of love. It’s full of kindness. A love that is
related to the faithfulness of Yahuah and His covenant. A Joint
obligation to the community (His Family) showing loyalty, faithfulness,
favor, kindness and deeds of devotion, have and will continue to
pursue Radaph H7291 follow after me earnestly, all the days of my
lifespan Chay H2416 . And I will return Yashab H3427 and be restored
again to the starting point and live inside the House Bayith H1004 of the
paternal family, OF YAHUAH hwhy hwhy hwhy for an unlimited time
or Forever Orek- H753.
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Yahowsha’ represents unleavened bread. He had no yeast or sin corrupting him
so only he could take our blame without mixing any of his own. He
was Yahowah’s perfect solution because someone had to pay the
penalty of death and judgment in order for Yahuah to be true and
just in His word and standard. Even though Yahusha received the
punishment, because he was unique he was not extinguished as we
would have been! He alone could go through Yahuah’s refining fire
and survive. Only Yahusha could go in filthy worthy of complete
annihilation and yet the process did not destroy his nephesh-ceasing
to exist, it cleansed him, enabling us to have eternal life.

And that is the moral of the story. Yahusha diminished an
aspect of himself to become a man to sacrificed his body
and soul on Passover and Unleavened Bread to save his
friends—you and me and now we are family.
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First FruitsCleansed of all
leaven

No sin left – He was completely cleansed!
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